LeBra® does not fit.

Check to see if the LeBra® is covering the headlights (this should not happen). Check the white cloth surface of the LeBra® near the outside seam. You should see the word “Bottom” and the “Model Number” of your LeBra® stamped along the edge. Position the LeBra® on the car so the word “Bottom” is at the bottom edge of the vehicle.

LeBra® is only made for factory manufactured front ends. If your vehicle has any aftermarket accessories on the front end, the LeBra® will not fit.

Hood piece flaps at highway speeds.

This can usually be remedied by loosening the strap that runs left to right underneath the hood. Also, make sure the fabric is pulled tightly around the edges of the hood.

Fender clips will not reach specified attachment points.

Make sure clips have been attached in the order specified in the instructions. If they are attached out of order, it may not allow sufficient stretching of the vinyl to allow the fender clips to reach. For ease of installation, we recommend to install the LeBra® in temperatures above 70°F (21 C) - cooler temperatures will render the vinyl non-pliable or may cause tearing at the seams.

Caution: Do not pull on the web loops sewn to the clips while installing. They are designed only to give the user a place to grip when removing the LeBra® from the vehicle.

Additional Parts.

Buckle hooks are tied to the straps on the hood piece or enclosed in the box in a plastic bag. If additional parts are required, contact the place of purchase to obtain the pieces you may need.
Congratulations on your purchasing decision. Global Accessories designed the LeBra® Front End Cover to be the very best available. With proper care, your LeBra® Front End Cover will provide years of stylish looks and protection for your vehicle.

1 Read this manual thoroughly before installation. After completing installation, keep this manual for further reference.

2 Check the label on the box to make sure the application is correct for your vehicle.

3 Carefully wash and wax your vehicle before installing the LeBra®. Use a quality protectant wax appropriate for your vehicle’s finish.

4 Install the LeBra® in temperatures of 70°F (21°C) or higher. In cooler climates, this may be accomplished in your garage or another warm location. The warmth will make the fabric more pliable and will allow the LeBra® to stretch slightly for a tighter and smoother fit. After installation is complete, make sure the cover is tight at all times. Warm weather will cause the material to expand and it may be necessary to retighten the cover.

5 We do not recommend installing the LeBra® on any vehicle that has been repainted.

6 Do not use vinyl protectants on your LeBra®. These products clog the perforations that permit the cover to breath and dry.

7 Your LeBra® is constructed of “breathable” vinyl. “Breathable” means that the fabric is perforated to allow air to pass through and to allow moisture to escape while driving. Moisture trapped between the vehicle and the LeBra® while the car is stationary can cause the paint to cloud or fade. Remove the LeBra® if it becomes wet and when the vehicle will not be driven. Allow the vehicle and LeBra® to dry completely before reinstalling.

8 Do not allow dust or dirt to accumulate under the LeBra®. These accumulations can damage the paint on the vehicle. Remove the LeBra® every two weeks, and if needed, wash both the vehicle and the Front End Cover. Do not leave the LeBra® on the vehicle when washing. Soap may become trapped between the fabric and painted surface and may cause damage. To further protect your vehicle’s finish, wax as often as needed.

9 If the LeBra® starts flapping due to high winds or excessive car speed, pull over immediately and retighten the LeBra® or remove it. Flapping may damage the paint on your vehicle.

10 Clean the LeBra® inside and out with warm water, liquid dish soap and a soft brush, then rinse thoroughly. Allow to dry completely before reinstalling. Do not clean in a washing machine or dryer.

Discover other car bras on our website.